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Presentation Overview

• Hard Disk Drives (HDD)
• HDDs and the Circular Economy
• Ostrom Model for Self-Management of Common Pool Resources
• Application of Ostrom Model to HDDs
• Conclusion 



Digital Storage Demand and Disruption

• Solid state drive (SSD) storage increasing in digital storage markets, 
particularly consumer/mobile

• SSD: $/GB = 4x $/GB HDD
• Unit hard disk drive (HDD) sales flat in enterprise due to 

manufacturing facilities unable to meet demand, but capacity per 
HDD is increasing

• Cloud storage replacing local storage.

B. Sprecher, R. Kleijn, and G. J. Kramer, 2014 AnandTech, 2016



Digital Storage Demand and Disruption



Punched or bent HDDs, performed at HDD owner’s facility, 
sometimes followed by shredding – removes reuse option.

Mechanical Data Sanitization 



Optimum Environmental Outcome



Simplified Recycler Decision Tree

Decision Points:
Destroy: yes or no?
Reuse: recertified OEM-branded or “White Label” ? 
• Depends on meeting specific SMART or SMART-

like criteria set by the specific OEMs for OEM-
branded and by “white label” processors based on 
resulting HDD reliability, price, market demand.

• “White label” drives may have lower storage 
capacity than original drives.

• Specialized software → Authorized OEM service 
providers

1.	Security	
Concerns

-	Current	HDD	resale	value.	Includes	Technology	and	HDD	
size,	all	concerns	for	resale.	
-	Costs	to	Data	Wipe,	prepare	for	sale.	
-	Barriers	for	entry.		
-		Potential	sale	value	in	“White	Label”	process.	

-	Tradeoff	of	Labor	versus	Commodity	Pricing	
-	Overhead	costs	–	space	to	perform	tear	down.	
-	Market	availability.	
-	Barriers	for	entry.	

2.	Resale	Value	
of	HDD

3.		Commodity	
Pricing	

End

Start

-	Security	Category	of	data																																																											
-	Device	remaining	or	leaving	organization	

Concerns What	must	be	addressed



HDD & The Circular Economy

• Survey on Barriers & Opportunities

• Direct Reuse
– Barriers; collection, physical destruction, economic viability
– Opportunities; assurances on data wiping, harmonization on reliability indicators, build demand 

through incorporation in new products

• Dismantle (full/partial)
– Barriers; Cost driven
– Opportunities; design improvements, automation

• Parts Reuse
– Barriers; Cost
– Opportunities; Standardisation of parts, quality standards for reuse

• Parts Sorting
– Barriers; Costs, lack of end processing technologies
– Opportunities; Automation9



Each of these barriers does not seem insurmountable

BUT
To overcome them is beyond the capacity of any 
individual actor

SO
It will require significant co-operation and collaboration 
across the life cycle with individual agents taking a 
broader perspective than currently prevails

THUS
Does the Ostrom framework offers a mechanism to do so?

Implementing the Circular Economy for HDD



Value Recovery: Path Forward

• Develop a voluntary, community-based solution involving 
adaptive governance systems to self-manage common 
pool resources

Elinor Ostrom - 2009 Nobel Prize in Economics
– Legislation is not practical or advantageous
– Path forward is through a multi-stakeholder collaboration that 

articulates a vision and develops scenarios for enhancing value 
recovery of electronics and metal resources.
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Social-Ecological Framework for 
Self-Managing the Commons(Ostrom)
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Key Conditions Necessary for Self-Management 
of Common Pool Resources

A. Resource Systems
1. Size of system resources

-large but not too large √

2. Productivity of system
-soon enough to save, late enough to act √

3. Predictability of system dynamics
-changes should have predictable outcomes ? √

B.  Resource Units
4. Resource Unit Mobility

-trees good, fish bad √ X ?

C.   Governance Systems
5. Collective Choice Rules

-full autonomy within the group ?
14



Key Conditions Necessary for Self-Management 
of Common Pool Resources

D. Users
6. Number of users

-small keeps transaction cost low, large can 
share operating costs ? √

7. Leadership/entrepreneurship
-track record of prior achievement √

8. Norms/social capital
-sufficient trust within the group √

9. Knowledge of SES/mental models
-how the self organizing system works ?√

10. Importance of the resource
-must be sufficiently dependent on it to be worth while ?√
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Conclusion

• A circular economy in HDDs requires intentionally 
designing for that outcome

• The Ostrom Framework may have the potential to be the 
basis for a rule making mechanism to achieve this
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Phase II

• Invitation to join phase 2 of the project
• Metrics for the circular economyto develop metrics for 

the efficiency and effectiveness of the circular economy 
through the Ostrom framework

• Interested parties should contact 
– Mark Schaffer <marks@inemi.org>
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Thank you!

• Thank you for your attention!
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